LITERATURE OR CRITICAL REVIEW / BRIEF SUMMARY

Literature review / Critical review
Critical analysis of recent publications: books, collective works, articles, thematic dossier/folders, research papers/reports, resources.

or

Event reports
Only events addressing “Youth participation to build sustainable food systems in the Mediterranean” will be taken into account in this section. The papers must focus on the summary of discussions during these meetings.

Subject
“Youth participation to build sustainable food systems in the Mediterranean”
1st Theme: Education and training
2nd Theme: Entrepreneurship and innovation
3rd Theme: Representation and participation
For further information, see the call for contributions: here

Length
Texts/papers should not exceed 1,000-2,000 words (2 pages).

Signature
Please kindly indicate your position-title and/or the institution to appear in the article (and possibly each of the co-authors).

Title
Each article should have a brief and clear title, and possibly a subtitle

Figures, tables and pictures
High definition (jpeg or png format) and in a separate document

**Bibliography** *(optional)*
A brief bibliography/webography (not more than 4-5 references)

---

**All contributions should include a signature** - your name, job title and/or institution (included in the article), a high quality - high definition *photo*, a **concise but evocative title**; and eventually a *brief bibliography / webography* (not more than 4-5 references).

**Delivery** - The papers must be sent via mail at watch.letter@ciheam.org

*For further information, see the call for contributions:* [here](#)